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Omaha Public Power District j
1623 Harney Omaha, Nebraska 68102 2247 ,

402/536 4000 )
4

June 19, 1989
LIC-89-544

!

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Mail Station PI-137
Washington, DC 20555

Reference: Docket No. 50-285

Gentlemen:

Subject: Licensee Event Report 89-014 for the Fort Calhoun Station

Please find attached Licensee Event Report 89-014 dated June 19, 1989.
This report is being submitted per requirements of 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B).

If you should have any questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,

/

. Io ris.

Division Manager
Nuclear Operations

KJM/ tem

Attachment

c: R. D. Martin, NRC Regional Administrator
A. Bournia, NRC Project Manager
P. H. Harrell, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
INP0 Records Center
American Nuclear Insurers
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Design basis reconstitution for the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel revealed
deficiencies in the instrumentation on May 19, 1989, at approximately 1750
hours while the plant was in Mode 1 at 100% power. The wiring for the Wide
Range Steam Generator Pressure indication was found to be in non-compliance
with 10 CFR 50 Appendix R. This wiring was routed through the Control Room
envelope which could affect the operability of the instrumentation in the event
of a fire in the Control Room. The design basis reconstitution also revealed
that Pressurizer Pressure and Steam Generator Narrow Range Level indications on
the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel receive power from Inverter "C" which is powered
by Battery #1. Use of Battery #1 was not analyzed in the safe shutdown
analysis with respect to the worst case Control Room fire. These deficiencies
were reported on May 19, 1989, at 1820 hours to the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR
50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B). It has been determined that the deficiencies were the
result of inadequacies in the former design modification process and in the
original analysis associated with Appendix R compliance.

Present day design procedures require that power supply and cable routing be
considered as part of the design to ensure that Appendix R requirements are
met. A design modification will, when completed, provide appropriate power
supplies for the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel indication. The interim corrective
actions completed include an hourly fire watch patrol for the Cable Spread
Room, changes to the Abnormal Operating Procedure for forced evacuation of the
Control Room, and completion of a load analysis for Battery #1.
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The Auxiliary Feedwater Panel, in conjunction with the Alternate Shutdown
,

Panel, is designed to provide a means of safely shutting down the plant and !maintaining the plant in a shutdown condition from a location outside the
.

Control Room should an evacuation of the Control Room be required. A possible ;

cause of a forced evacuation of the Control Room would be fire; hence, it is
necessary that the wiring for all instruments and components on the Auxiliary
Feedwater Panel be completely isolated from the Control Room envelope.
Engineering review during design basis reconstitution for the Auxiliary
Feedwater Panel revealed deficiencies in the instrumentation on May 19, 1989,
at approximately 1750 hours while the plant was in Mode I at 100% power. The
wiring for the Wide Range Steam Generator Pressure indication was found to be
routed through the Control Room envelope in non-compliance with 10 CFR 50
Appendix R. The design basis reconstitution also revealed that Pressurizer
Pressure and Steam Generator Narrow Range Level indications on the Auxiliary
Feedwater Panel receive power from Inverter "C" which is powered by Battery #1
through DC Bus #1. Use of Battery #1 was not analyzed in the safe shutdown
analysis with respect to the worst case Control Room fire which requires a
forced evacuation of the Control Room.

The design deficiencies were reported on May 19, 1989, at 1820 hours to the NRC
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B). The conditions noted are outside the
design basis of the plant and are thus also reported pursuant to 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B).

It has been determined that the Wide Range Steam Generator Pressure instrument
wiring deficiency was a result of inadequacies in the modification design
process preceding the wiring installation in 1981. The process failed to
provide the proper reminders to the designers relative to consideration of
Appendix R cable routing criteria during the modification package preparation.
The use of Battery #1 for instrumentation power to the Auxiliary Feedwater
Panel was not 3roperly considered during the original plant analysis for
compliance witi Appendix R fire events.

There was minimal im3act on safety since these deficiencies would not have
prevented the safe slutdown of the plant using the Alternate Shutdown Panei and

j the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel. Steam Generator Pressure indication is
available via local indication on the Main Steam header assuming the Main Steam
IsolationValves(MSIV's)arenotclosed.IftheMSIV'sareclosed, steam
generator pressure would be controlled at approximately 1000 psia by the Main
Steam Safety Valves.
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A worst case Control Room fire is assumed to cause a loss of off-site power.
Since Battery #1 would have no battery charger backup at that time, the "A"
Steam Generator Narrow Range Level and Pressurizer Pressure instrumentation at
the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel would eventually be rendered inoperable as the
battery was depleted. Steam Generator Level would have been available via the
Wide Range Level indication present on the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel. The
Pressurizer Pressure indication, however, would have been available for 8
hours, which is the the capacity of the battery assuming the worst case

;

emergency loading conditions for a Design Basis Accident. This would have j
allowed the Reactor Operator time to stabilize the plant at hot shutdown and
redistribute DC electrical loads as required to maintain DC bus operability. A
Safety Analysis for Operability was completed on May 19, 1989 to address the
effects of the deficiencies.

To ensure that future modifications incorporate Appendix R requirements, design
engineering procedures now require that power supply and Leole routing be
considered as part of the design. In addition, a planned design modification
will provide appropriate power supplies for the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel
indications. A planning document to assess the implementation of this
modification will be completed by August 31, 1989. A scheduled completion date
for the modification will subsequently be provided as a supplement to this LER.

The interim corrective actions include an hourly fire watch patrol for the
Cable Spread Room which is directly beneath the Control Room, changes made to
the Abnormal Operating Procedure for forced evacuation of the Control Room, and i

completion of a load analysis for Battery #1. The procedure changes !
incorporated instructions for providing a temporary independent power supply to |
the Steam Generator Wide Range Pressure indication, and instructions for (
stripping and loading DC Bus #1 to adequately handle the necessary loads for 72 l

hours (estimated time to cold shutdown). The procedure was also changed to
provide guidance to use local steam line pressure indication if required.

,

Finally, Battery #1 has been analyzed for the loads necessary for safe shutdown ;

of the plant from the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel and found to be adequate for
the tast based on the procedure changes noted above.

LER's 87-18, 88-19, 88-20, 88-32, 88-33, 89-07, and 89-10 each address various
design deficiencies found throughout the Fort Calhoun Station Plant; however,
none of these reports concerned deficiencies in the Auxiliary Feedwater Panel
instrumentation.
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